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Announce Keller to Speak
At Graduation Ceremony
Study Launched
in Attempt
to Computerize
Employment
Urbana. Ill.-(1. P. )-A feasibility study is being launched with a
$35,000 grant from the Esso Education Foundation · to determine
whether there is need for a computer-operated employment clearinghouse to bring universities and
professors together.
Prof. J . Marlowe Slater, head of
educational placement at the University of Illinois, has been named
consultant in the Association for
Higher Education project. The
grant will allow the AHE to learn
whether there is a need for the
service and whether the service
could be financially self-supporting.

The project would be called
MATCH (for Manpower and Talent
Clearinghouse). In operation, it
would mean university presidents
would have a system in searching
for . a faculty member with certain
qualifications. A l s o, professors
would be able to inform the clearinghouse when they were interested in a different position. Computers would match vacant positions
with those seeking jobs.
A number of problems will have
Prof. Slater said. Among them
to be examined during the study,
are: How would all colleges and
universities be able to use a central location and how ~an professors looking for a change ni jobs
retain a certain anonymity?

From President Sachs

Open Letter to
Studentsand F acuity

by Charlotte Frost

Our ITCC.N speaker for April graduation will be Dr. Robert J. Kelley, Dean of the College of Education, University of Minnesota. Dean
Keller has taught every grade level from first grade up to advising doctoral candidates, and he is certain to impart tfie value of his rich background in education.

Dr. Keller graduated Cum Laude from Winona State Teachers College, Minnesota, and received his M. A., as well as his PH.D. (major in
In view of the present concern of students, faculty and administra- Equcation, minor in Educational Psychology) from the University of
tion with curriculum revision, I would like to state an assumption and Minnesota.
suggest some of the questions and consequences implied by it. Assumption : The explosion of knowledge makes it virtually impossible to preDean Keller served as a rural school teacher, principal and high
sent even a shallow survey of the most important areas of man's intel- school teacher before his participa.tion in research work in educational
lectual development in eight, nine or ten semesters.
Even if such a survey were possible, it would not be sufficient for psychology, and his service in U. S. A. A. F. In 1946,47, Dr. Keller
the objectives of a liberal education. In the 1930's there were ingenious served as Research Psychologist at Randolph Field and Lackland Air
and remarkable efforts to produce th very surveys which the above 1-F_or_c_e_B_a_s_e_,_T_e_x_as_._ _ _ _ __ _
A man of tremendous capabiliassumption labels as impossible. The thirty years since have not only
ties,
Dr. Keller has directed state
brought a flood of new developments, they have also forced attention
surveys (Minnesota) to interpret
to basic questions on the desirability as well as the feasibility of a sureducational needs for the present
vey core. If the objective of a liberal education is to free the mind of
and to project educational needs
man and bring him to understand .his fellows and their incredible crefor the future. In addition to direcativity, then preoccupation with a particular collection of data is not
ting the Governor's Committee of
essential to the process of becoming an educated man. The essence
Higher
Education of Minnesota, he
Mr.
Alfred
Frankenstein,
art
is in the process. How does one approach a problem? If a problemsolver feels the need of data, how does he accumulat~ it? What kind critic for the San Francisco Chron- has authored the Kansas Master
of framework does he use for a clear statement of the problem so that icle joined students and faculty Plan for Higher Education and hes
his expectation of a solution can be evaluated? How does he organize members for an informal discus- served with the President's Advisory Committee on Education.
his data and feed it into this fr,imework so that he can make judgments
sion
after
his
special
presentation
on such critical matters as relevance? How does he draw conclusions
His ability to survey and overand make decisions within this framework? Does he have any way of in the auditorium on Thursday, view education is effectively bal~pril 7. Mr. Frankenstein, presen- anced by his concern with the role
testing his decisions? How does he use his solutions?
By these questions, I am trying to suggest that a curriculum must ted a program ·on "American Art of the teacher and administrator,
be concer;:ed with principles, methods and abstract structures which and American Moods." Using slides as well as with the relationship beare common to many of the creative efforts of man. I am not suggesttween the community and the
ing that we dispense with specialization but, rather that, as often as he presented the audience with school. His record of service and
possible, specialization should be the conscious process of selecting an some very interesting insights of participation truly marked him to
area for exploration in depth after there is some understanding of the American art. Mr. Frankenstein is be a "man of judgment."
creative spirit of humans in general and some understanding of where a visiting professor at the Univerthe field of concentration fits into the broad sweep of human knowledge. sity of California, Bererkley Cam- Since he is a personal friend of
Dr. and Mrs. Charlier, we are forI am suggesting that the obligation of a colege to its students is fulfilled
if these students know how to continue he process of becoming educated pus and a professor at Mills Col- tunate in getting a closer glimpse
of this dynamic man. The ITCC-N
when they leave the campus and is not fulfilled by the accumulation of lege.
April
Graduating Class can look
a large number of facts , however basic or esoteric they may be. I believe reactions to this point of view, particularly critical reactions, Mr. Frankenstein travels through- forward to a dynyamic speech by
would be helpful in establishing a direction for the "new" curriculum. out the country obtaining first hand Dr. Robert J. Keller.

Art Critic
Speaks Here

Little Theatre
Changes Continue

The University of Illinois was
the first school in the nation in 1960
to use computers in helping students and alumni locate jobs, Prof.
by GeraJd David
Slater said. Since then eight major
universities have developed such "What's Happening to Our Little "What are they going to do with
systems, he added.
Theatre?"
those big white walls?"
"You mean up there, Charlie'?"
"Yeah, up there on the stage.''
"Well, they're building offices
for instructors just about everywhere on campus these days . . ."
"Offices? On the Little Theatre
stage?"
Sorry Charlie, not offices, but it's

....;.._.a....-----------+--------------,

a stage they're building on the Lit-

tle Theatre stage. It's all part of a
scheme devised by Gerald Da'rid,
a graduate student here at ITCC-N.
With the help of Mr. Hoch (of Warner Bros.?) and the sponsorship of
the Stage Players, he is trying to
get the Little Theatre ready for

knowledge of art trends in the After the progr4m a tea was held
U. S. After his visit to ITCC-N he in the lunchroom. Mr. Frankenstein
will go to Georgia to see an answered the questions of interested faculty and students.
O'Keefe exhibit.

producing plays.

The Recorder Society under the direction of Miss Marilyn
Ziffrin, one of the many varied in.terest groups available to
the students of Illinois Teachen College Chicago-North.

The group working on The Little
Theatre stage call themselves the
ITC Repertoire Theatre, have been
in operation since late January,
and have recruited members, held
countless dramatic and technical
workshops, and are conducting an

audience poll concerning future
productions. •
The group's director, Gerald David, has been connected with theatre for over 15 years. After performing with the Wright Junior

College Theatre Group, he went on
to form his own Gilbert & Sullivan
operetta group, The Selbert Opera
Guild, directing and producing
(Continued on Page 2)
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Senate Report

Weather
Word

Faculty Expresses
Doubt Concerning
Student Responsibility

By Jeffrey Provus
"Rain, rain go away, come again
another day." This may be the slogan at Wrigley Field on Tuesday,
April 19, 1966. Some rain which
could be heavy at times, ~ay delay or completely postpone the
opening home game of the rejuvenated 1966 Chicago Cubs.
Since tornadoes will come into
prominence this month over the
entire country, a few people asked
me to give some general information about tornadoes in my column.
A tornado is the most severe of
all storms. Basically, a tornado is
a funnel-shaped cloud in which
winds rotate counter-clockwise and
c a n reach tremendous speeds
t sometimes 500 miles-an-hour! )
Tornadoes can occur anywhere
and anytime in the United States.
However, they occur most frequently in the Midwestern, Southern, and
Central States from March through
September. Between March and
June, 68% of all tornadoes occur,
and 21 % between July and October.
Most tornadoes start as a result
of a small area of cold dry air being to top of warm moist air. This
is a very unstable condition, and if
upper winds are just right, the cold
air "pocket" will converge rapidly
with the warm moist air. This con-vergence will cause a twisting vortex of low pressure, and the resultant cooling will start the vortex
toward the ground as a tornado.

by John Podraza, Senator

For those people with a passing interest in the Senate, here is a
brief run-down of the meeting held on March 31. The Senate was called
to order at 1 p. m . ; Jim Krybec was appointed to fill the office of senator left vacant by Al Gagnon : Dr. Gordon presented, to the Senate,
what the faculty would expect of the student body before any more responsibilities are granted to us; a new phrase was introduced into the
Senate's ever increasing vocabulary, ;'point of order"; and finally, during a discussion of the new and unfinished Constitution, the Senate disintegrated to a close at 2 p. m.
For those people who show a
deeper interest in the Senate, the
highlight of the session came when
Dr. Gordon addressed the Senate
expressing the faculty's point of
view concerning more student control in our college's affairs. What
the faculty would like to see is a
by Sandra Gordon
student body that will show more
"The best is yet to come" is the
"self" control before they received
Pianist Frank Glazer concluded ITCC·N's 1965-1966 concert
any controls in the college. Dr. ch'ief characteristic of the Concert
series on April 11, 1966. Plans a,re now being made for the
Gordon backed up his statement Series of 1966-1967.. Programs of
1966-1967
series.
with some very valid points against superior quality performed by suus. When a group of students be- perior artists will take place in the
have like a bunch of giggling, auditorium of ITCC-N for six er at Princeton University. She has Block.
"Beatie" crazed children at a ser- months.
also recorded the music of Milton A young Belgium pianist who has
ious concert, creating a distracting 1'he schedule is as follows :
Babbitt, a 20th centUPy composer. appeared at Grant Park, and has
performance off stage and present- Wednesday, October l~lnterloch- Wednesday, February 8-Ralph given a solo concert at Orchestra
ing a poor image of our college, en Woodwind Quintet.
Kirkpatrick.
Hall, will conclude the series for
something is wrong. Another point They have performed here during
"The World's Greatest Harpsi- this season.
againi-t us may be seen by every- the 1964-1965 season and we are chordist" is the opinion of many
"Come one, come all" for the
walking down the corridors and cer~ainly anxious and pleased that concerning the superior perfor~ greatest season of all-The Concert
walking down the corrodirs and they are returning to open our con- mances of this gentleman.
Series of 1966-1967 is "out of this
Wednesday, March 8-Mi"chale wor Id ." (Well, almost!)
One
such incident happened in
looking in on the " love" life taking cert season.
·
place in the study-carrels. The last Wednesday, November 16--Suzannei----:------------------============d Chicago on March 4, 1961. Between
point was Dr. Gordon's Sunday Bloch, Lutenist, Singer of the Lute.
f;
5:04 and 5:15 p. m., a fierce tornado swept through the southside
punch-our cafeteria. By the end of Player of Virginals and Recordnear 91st and Hoyne streets badly
each day our cafeteria looks like ers. She will give a formal concert
destroying 617 buildings and causone huge garbage can or, as Dr. at 8 p. •m. During the daytime Suing $7,000,000 of damage!
Gordon called it, our "disaster zanne Bloch will give an informal
The following forecast covers the
area." Net results-We have a suf- lecture recital on "Shakespeare's
period from April 13 through April
fering school image and a faculty Use of Music in the Plays."
that begins to doubt the ability of Wednesday. December 730.
This third concert in the series
Cool, but very nice weather will
the students to be responsible for
is in the planning stage and will be
prevail on the 13th and 14t,h. Warmthemselves and to others.
Being proud students· of ITCC-N, announced when definite arrange*'""'
·e r and windy conditions will greet
Chicagoans between the 15th and
we naturally take offense at Dr. ments are completed.
by Diane LocalJo
17th. Temperatures will soar above
Gordon's statement. But don't Wednesday, January IS-Bethany
55 degrees. Ah, Spring!
start screaming "How dare .he say Beardslee.
Got that gray feeling? Let's face it. It's been a long gray winter and
Severe thunderstorms and heavy
such and such about us!" Admit it, Famous ~oprano who is a teachyou've worked hard. What you deserve is that wonderful golden brown rain will sop our region on either
he is right. At one time or another
feeling brought about by the excursion you are going to undertake dur- the 18th or 19th. Temperatures will
consciously or not, we have com~
ing spring break.
climb to about 56 degrees or slightmitted one of these "crimes" (they
"WHERE TO GO?" Nassau, Mexico, Miami Beach, New York, ly above.
are crimes because they are provPuerto Rico, Greece, Quebec, Atlantic City, Jamaica, Waikiki, Virgin
Here comes the nice weather! A
ing destructive to ourselves, the
ITCC-N's
Pep
Club
voted
on
the
Islands,
Lauderdale,
Daytona
Beach,
Palm
Springs,
New
Orleans,
slow
warming trend will begin on
college and that school spirit we
are so vainly striving for) . There school song contest on March 31, L. A., San Pedro, Long Beach, San Diego, Tijuana . . . just to name a the 20th· and spread through Pie
few!
24th. Sunny to partly sunny skies
are two ways of facing these 1966.
Judging was based on three
"WHAT TO AVOID!" Mountain men, commonly known as Ski Bums. will brighten our fair city, and terncharges, either we fight it and accomplish nothing, or we accept it things : originality of words, appro- Phony nice types or mama's boys. Beach bums, they're the rustic look- peratures will generally be above
ing chaps that inhabit the shores. Guys who haven't shaved (you be tiJ degrees.
as constructive criticism and cor- priateness, and student appeal.
sure
he slept in his car the night before) .. Guys who are eating Wheaties
Showers and thundershowers will
The
winners
if
the
contest
were
rect the problem, proving we are
Lynn
Adler
and
Gail
Horn.
out
of
a
box
(he
couldn't
afford
breakfast)
.
Men
who
yodel
while
skiing.
arriv,e
in town during the period of
capable of responsibility.
Here are the words of the song: Anyone with Noxema on his nose. Anyone carrying a protest sign. Girls April 25th to April 26th. The weathWe as your representatives can
only do so much, then our hands And-when-those-Golden Eagles fall with phoney Eastern or British accents. Girls who talk money. Girls er will turn cooler after the storm
who talk about their countless admirers at home. Girls who drink on ends.
are tied. As fellow students of in line,
Near normal weather conditions
ITCC-N, we have to appeal to you We're gonna win that game another the beach. Girls who are ugly and bigger than you.
"WHAT'S IN?" Cut-offs, college sweatshirts, (worn inside out), will exist on the 27th and 28th.
to show your pride in our college; time,
Warm and sunny will be the
to show how much pride you take And for those gold and brown boys check-out sun glasses, car pools, room pools, pools, box kites, tea bags,
matzo crackers, and most important of all-Right Guard!
words to best describe the 29th and
in yourself because it is being re- give a cheer,
While literally millions of college students across this country 3oth. Temperatures will be in exflected in this college for all to see. That can be hear-the-world-around
by
every
ear.
stampede
toward vacation spots, I was quite anxious to find out how cess of 60 degrees.
The decision is up to "us."
We're
gonna
fight,
fight,
fight
with
the
typical
go-getter student cf ITCC-N was spending his break. John Have a nice vacation! I wish you
For those people who have quesGray, as typical a student as ITCC-N can boast, commented, "Three 'lhe best of weather!
tions, suggestions or complaints for all our might.
of my buddies and I are going out to Wyoming to set up camp to feel ,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
the Senate, if you would get in We're gonna put that other team up
the excitement the pioneers experienced. Struggling as they did with
touch with John Podraza via the tight!
Senate mailbox, or the Student And with a V-I-C-T-O-R-Y a vic- just a horse and gun for protection and food maybe, we're sure gonna
rough it!" When I asked John why he and his friends preferred to be
message center, the Public Rela- tory cry for ITC-CN.
Rah(
so
isolated and out of contact with civilization, he quickly replied, "Well,
tions Committee will try to assist
The contest was judged by the at least once a year, I experience this hate-girl week. It comes arou!id
you.
pep club members and their spon- springtime and you've just got to get away from it all!"
sor, Miss Eleanor Prusske.

Plans Begin
For Fall
Concert Series

Apr1·1 2 5-GIr
•I
'H a te
Week' r••
.· .' ·.
f

Pep Club
Picks School Song

April 18
Is The

FINAL

L. T. Changes-

<continued from Page 1)

. "big

t h r e e operettas. After further.,
schooling and military service Mr.
David now returns to theatre. (fanfare please)
The work so far has wrought on
very discernable change in the
slow metamorphosis of the Littl
Theatre. Masking flats (those tw

white walls") now separate
the on-stage from the off-stage
areas. Storage and wardrobe cabinets are roughly framed backstage,
while a storage cabinet was just
recently completed.
All this is being accomplished by
Mrs. David and Hoch, and students
Margaret Couper, Peggy Johnson,

Sherry Friedberg, Emidee Tobler,
Charles Whitcomb, and Jim Peterson.
Soon to be completed are: A cyclorama, or backdrop, hanging
from the ceiling of the stage area
and a stage and house lighting system.
Naturally, with all this work going on the need for workers is ever

present. There is need for those
who will work in getting the theatre prepared for production and
those who will perform in those
productions. For further information contact Gerald David at HO
5-2404, Mr. Hoch in G-138
check
the Repertoire Theatre bulletin
board in the lobby of the Little
Theatre.

or

Deadline
for the
May 4 Issue
of The INTERIM

Wednesday, April 13, 1966

The

Editorials

Spring Cleaning

INTE RIM

Pqeftne

Letters to the E -•Activity
Conflict
Criticized

Another trimester has, at long last, come to an end. It is not totally
without regret, however, that we conclude this trimester. Each completed trimester brings us a little closer to graduation. While the thought
of graduation fills our hearts with joy, nonetheless we become somewhat saddened' at the thought of leaving this college which, in spite of Editors :
all our kidding, we have grown to love.
I wish to make a complaint con;.;- _,
It will be even more difficult when we are faced with the moment cerning the organization of the cowhen we must say goodbye to the many wonderful people we have met curricular activities. I'm sure that
t
here. Without them we know that at many times the going would have I'm not alone in my complaint
for I know others h a v e had .,
been a great deal rougher.
similar difficulties. My complaint
With this issue of the Interim one phase of development ends and refers to the scheduling of two difanother begins. As of next issue, Miss Barbara Lofgren, who has been ferent school events on the same
assistant editor since January, will step into the position of Editor-in- day and time. For example, activiChief. Miss Lofgren's editorship comes .as a finale to a long, devoted' ties which have been scheduled
allegiance to the Interim.
since the beginning of the school
semester,
like the Physical Health
Moving to the post of assistant editor will be Mrs_ Charlotte Logan.
Club
Bowling
Party on March 26,
Mrs. Logan has assisted the Interim in the role of office manager for
had to compete with the last minIn the good old summertime, whether you're in S1Chool or nofl,
several months. She is well-kilown to students and faculty alike.
ute scheduling of the Si Zentner
if you know something that would be of interest to the student
To some ·she is known as Vicki, to some Charlotte, to some Victoria, Concert. It would not be so bad if
body, get hold of a1n INTERIM reporter and tell your story to
to sume-"Hey You," and to some as just a g'ood friend.
this were .. ~ only instance, but theL_h:.:..i:.:..m:.:..·:.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,/lf
,. .

same difficulty arose on April 1.
The same night that the Collegium
Musicum held its concert the Physical Health Club and Sorority had
a combined dance and carnival.
So I am appealing to Mrs. Zimmerman to stop this confusion for it is
And finally to Mr. Ely Liebow, our tried and true sponsor, the man only hurting the clubs involved in
the conflict. When an event is on
who signs the registrations, we offer our gratitude and appreciation.
To the entire faculty , staff, and student body : Thanks for making the calendar please don't schedule
another event on the same day and
the news and, have a happy vacation.
time.
Frank P. Sesko

We could not possibly allow this trimester to end without extending
our heartfelt thanks to the people who have been of assistance to us
well above and beyond the call of duty. Very special thanks to Mrs.
Zimmerman, Mrs. Ikin, and Miss Rose Marie Carrone, Miss Judy Steid'ele, and Miss Gloria Wojtas of the Co-Curr icular Activities Office,
whom we have pestered incessantly.

1,o R.egister Or Not

To the Editor:
On registration day we are confronted with mass disorganization.
The total inefficiency, which greeted the typical student as he entered the cafeteria, clearly demonstrated the total lack of compreAre we expecting too much to hensive planning on the part of all
have the articles written on a col- those concerned. An example of
lege level? Most of the articles are this would be our typical student
Violet Anselmini
examples of writing just to get a who has been standing in line an
Thank You,
paper out. Very few of them are hour past the time he was supworth the time it takes to read posed to enter the cafeteria. Ae he
them . There is no excuse for this, enters the cafeteria he holds in his
since there is such a large number hand five carefully planned proof reporters. What are they on the grams approved by the Academic
Dear Editor:
staff for if not to write worthwhile Advisement Office which he will in
a moment's time find absolutely
articles?
Vi Anselmeni has a valid complaint in her letter (see letters to the
At lO a. m . on th e morning of
useless.
Concerning your editorials, which
h"
Id
April 6, 1966, Dr. Hugh S. Mooreditor) asking for a revision of an activity policy w ich wou not per- head delivered a lecture about the should be representative of the pa- He has heard over the P. A. system, in an unending impersonal
mit more than one activity schedule for one evening. If there are many second World War to the combined
pers' opinion on school m~tters, are manner the thirty-seven classes to
things going on simutaneously, the. interested student finds it difficult sections of CYC III. The lecture
mostly not worth reading. (sic) be .offered , seventeen of which he
(so they tell me) to choose which event he will attend.
took place in the auditorium. The Last weeks editorial is a good ex- planned to use in one way or anothThe irony of it is that those students who do turn out whether rain, presentation was by far the best I ample . The subject, lack of concern
er. He then sits down in a shocked
sleet, snow . . lre the same people who would probably want to go have ever seen at ITCC-N.
among the students, should have and amazed state and finds himto any one of a number of the scheduled activities. The ones that stay
Dr. Moorhead took advantage of been presented in a more intellecself face to face with a blackboard
home because they cannot make up their minds we don't have to worry the facilities available at this in- tual manner. Words like "begged"
which gleefully presents him ·.vith
about. They wouldn't come lf Barbara Streisand was hHe. After all, stitution. He used media in all its and "pleaded'' only added to the
the news that the remaining five
don't they spend hours upon hours at the campus anyway? (Usually in forms and instead 'of presenting a ineffectiveness of the editorial.
courses he had hoped to register
E-205 perfecting the lively art of pool playing.)
bunch of slides or a tape recording
Your retaliation to these accusa- for were closed along with fifteen
he created in a lecture hall a feel- tions probably sounds something
Only one activity per evening would be a good policy to follow in ing of what it was like in those tur- like this, "If you don't like it, do other required courses.
Now you must realize that in ororder to give both students and faculty to attend as many of the events bulent years. His skillful use of something about it." It is not up to
der to stay a full-time student you
as they wish without conflicting interests. Anyway, the ,music drifting
in the auditorium from the "Fool's Frolic" Friday night in the middle slides, film and audio tapes, pre- us, it is your responsibility to put must carry twelve academic hours.
pared with the aid of the commu- out a good paper or is that asking Hopefully this student had imagof a lecture on "Urbanism" was to say the least, distracth:1g. Maybe I nications media department kept too much?
ined that these required twelve
had made the wrong choice.
'
the students at his lecture interhours
would be related to: 1) his
Frieda Wambach
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _B_L_ _ _- 1 ested and listening at all times.
major area of concentration; and
Charles Wesley
For those students it was a val2) fulfill some of the required
George Whitcomb
uable learning experience. For
courses . of the school. This is an
Vice-President
those who just came to listen it
absolute pipe dream! With students
Television Workshop
was excellently presented. It can
preregistering because of such reaonly be hoped that other members
sons as chorus, band, orchesis, basof the faculty will make use -of the
ketbail, cheerleading and other
facilities available to them and
such nonsense, there is no hope for
will create for this school a repuour typical student. His program
tation of being forward looking and
ends up to be ·compiled of: Restorprogressive in the area of media
ation and 18th Century Literature;
To the Editor:
usage.
Audio-Lingual Methods of Teaching
This usage might even turn a
• h t thank th young lady Modern Foreign Language, Psy1
"
. eel"
. t
. te est
WIS
o
e
. reqmr
course m o an m r - _who found and was responsible for chology of Speech, Language, and
mg one.
the return _of my wallet, which I Thought in the Child; FundamentSandra Friedlander lost. Thanks to her I have recov- als of Meteorology and ClimatoloSincerely •
ered not only my money but my gy;· and '. a cancelled course in
Mandarin Chinese.
identity!
.Charles W. Whitcomb
Gratefully.
Lawry Gold
Joanne Youle
Dan Kahn
917899
M EMBER
To the Editor:
We have waited all semester for
ILLINOIS TEACHERS COLLEGE CHICAGO-(NORTB)
you
to turn out a worthwhile newsVol. 14 - No. 7
Wednesday, April 13, 1966
paper. We are still waiting.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13
The issues have been far below
The Interim Is publlshed bl-weekly at Illinois Teachers College - Chicago (North), 5500
Al09
11:00 a.m.
Honors Convention
N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago 25, Ill. Letters to the editor must be signed. We reserve the what one expects from a college
right to condense letters when necessary. All published OPlnlons are those of the Interim
Library
2:00
p.m.
UNICEF
newspaper. The last issue, which
edltori•I staff and do not necessarily ,reflect the offlclal views of the college.
THURSDAY, APRIL 14
has prompted this letter, was by
Editor
. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . Frank Sesko far the most ridiculous. (sic)
Rich
Fromon
Art Exhibti in Library
Assistant Editor
. . . . .
.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barbara Lof!lren
Faculty
Columnists
. Denise Kelley, Bob Delaney, Pat Brlechke, Harry Rossi
1:00 p.m.
Perhaps we are being presumpt- Lecture ·
Feature Writers
Cathy Hammock, Charlotte Frost, Joanne Suvanto, Diana Locallo
Dining
Rm.
Reception
2:00
p.m.
uous,
but
we
were
under
the
imReporters
Clchelle Abman, Ma r ilvn Boclmino. Frank Collins, Mary eJan Del Clello,
Pat Dempsey, Sandra Gordon, John Hansen, Don Kelly, Lindo Koser, Vicki
FRIDAY,
APRIL
15
pression
that
newspapers
employ
Logan, Pat LUPO. · Terri Mascolo, Fredene Pecchla, Linda Strempek, Ray
Warzecha, Marv Zurad
proofreaders. Has anyone proof- Bowling Banquet
Office Managers .
..
. . . . Vicki Logar,, Helen Wlsllnskl
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20
c·artoonlsts
Ulrich Vodln, Annette Pullne, Richard Prev read your paper lately or are you
Photographer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • . . . ...
Helen Wlsllnskl
Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
above correction? But then again, Graduation
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All Staff Members are asked
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The INTERIM
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IMMEDIATELY ! !
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Perhaps James (sic) Bond could
solve the mystery as to which column continues the story. But as
readers of this newspaper we find
it an unnecessary and easily avoidable source of irritation.
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Delaney's Dilemma

What is A
'Justifiable Homicide?'
by Bob Delaney
Webster's New World Dictionary gives us a definition of "justifiable
homicide" as the act of homicide committed in the performance of
duty, in sell defense, etc." I personally doubt that Webster had even
the vaguest idea of the connotative implications of this term as it could
be applied in our society today.
Cathy Murphy considers it to be "justifiable homicide" to eradicate anyone foolish enough to assume "the right of sitting at the north
end of the cafeteria counter without a special pass which may be procurred for the pittance of a doilar per day." Frank Sesko says the law
of justifiable homicide applies to reporters who submit their articles after the deadline.
Coach Jerry Butler finds it difficult to control this urge when one
of his stars misses a lay-up shot
in a game. Some student teachers
get nearly this upset when they
find the curriculum course doesn't
even approximate a classroom situation. Some politicians consider it
"justifiable homicide" when they
attempt to better their chances for
a swinging secretary by reducing
the male population via Viet Nam.
One female in our school says she never thinks of "justifiable homicide" but does think of "justifiable suicide" the week of final exams.
Some students entertained the idea Clf "justifiable homicide" when they
pummeled a small group of draft card burners. By these very few examples it is easy to see that the concept of "justifiable homicide" is universally prevelant, though not universally interpreted.
Psychologists say that every living human is capable of homicide
at a certain time under the right circumstances. Beware, lest you become prey to someone's rash rationalization.

'In Cold Blood'

Anyone who likes to curl up with
a good murder mystery would probably agree that i;nurders in real
life are never as interesting as the
fictional accounts of Hercule Piroit,
Perry Mason or Inspector Gideon
of Scotland Yard. Murders in fiction are full of false clues, suspicious people who tell lies to the police and, depending on the author's
whim, either bumbling police or
super police. And, of course, there
is suspense to the last chapter.
Real life makes murder lost its
glamour. One reads of a brutal
murder in a small town in Kansas,
with four people slain for no apparent reason, and we wonder "who
would shoot four people in the
head?", but within a few days the
newspapers find more profitable
headlines and we forget. Only if and
when the killers are found will we
hear of it again. If the murder
trial is sensational the newspapers
will keep you informed. But we
don't know the people, no author
has carefully constructed them to
make them seem "real." And to
try to understand why two young
men killed a family of four in cold
blood for $10.00 is beyond the un- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---;;:;;;==~;;;:;;;:;:;;:;;;;:-:;;;:-• i ii l derstanding of most of us. Life seldom offers explanatory chapters.
But occasionally life does offer
us a chance to see behind a "real
life" murder. Someone, like Truman Capote, wants to know why
and is willing to spend the time and
effort to find out why. Then books
like "In Cold Blood" are written.
And we have a chance to discover
the real mystery of murder.
After spending six years researching the story of the murders of
Though I like to think of man, myself included, as more than a mere the Clutter family he is able to
animal (though sometimes his abominable stupidity prohibits such a make the people included real to
distinction) I do believe ultimately that he is preeminantly creative.
his readers. The victims, a wellMan w~s born to walk; tallc, dream-even spit creatively. In oth_er to-do, respected farmer, his sickly
words, he was created to follow through and to carry out the essential wife, Kenyon, their 15 year old son
role of creation. Every act of man and every human idea is a creative and Nancy, who at 16 was a straight
en~
. . A student, "were the last people
Since creativity only comes to the man "who understands with his on earth you'd expect to be mureye and his brain"-Rodin, it follows that ITCC-N outwardly discourages dere<l."
creativity. I can say this, for it is disgustingly obvious that our school
He became the confidant of Alvin
( and most schools-one sets, a precedent and the rest blindly follow) Dewey, special Kansas Bureau of
does not advocate creative thinking or observation.
Investigation agent in charge of
Instructors at ITCC-N seem to pride themselves in cluttering prec- the case, who is morf competent
ious time with trivia, things which add neither to the betterment of the than most of his fictional counterstudent, nor the enrichment of his intellect. Busy work is lavished and parts.
thinking is prescribed (perhaps the intellect, like the appendix, will in - And the killers - Dick and Pertime disappear into obsolescence, for it is apparent that it is no longer ry. The book is mostly their story.
necessary for survival). Under the present educational system (which It is the story of two young men
is not the only system, and by no criteria the best), creativity is smothered as never before in the history of education. ·
In the creative act, man is taken out of himseli. Unfortunately,
ITCC-N students are never allowed into themselves in order to be taken
out. E. M. Forster believes that in the creative act man "lets down as it
were a bucket into his subconscious and draws up something which..,,.is
normally beyond his reach." Everything, I believe, is within man's
grasp. However, when man spends the greatest years of his life under
the abnormality of our creativity-killing educatitonal system (denied the
opportunity to labor at his leisure or the joy to sweat with selectivity),
he soon loses the desire to let down the bucket.

Pat's Points

Man-A
Pre-eminantly
Creative
Animal

who set out on a robbery with the
promise to "leave plenty of hair on
them-those walls," a promise to
leave no witness alive. Why did
they do it? The answer, the clearest answer any human could get
may be found in Mr. Capote's book.
In Cold Blood has as much suspense as any well written mystery
has. Sure, we know who did it. Mr.
Capote introduces both killers and
victims in the first chapter of the
book and takes us on the journeys
of both on that fateful Saturday.
And then after we reach the point
of the crime he skips to Sunday
morning when the small town is
shocked by the thought that a killer may be in the midst of them.
The clues are slender - you and I
know who did it but we also know
they plan to head to Mexic0-how
will the authorities ever find them?
And what happened that night?
What made a man gently tuck the
covers up around the young girl
before he blew her brains out?
Or put a large cardboard box on
the floor to make a man more comfortable before cutting his throat?
The answers to these questions
come in the third part of the book.
The confessions of the killers make
a stark brutal story. Capote tells
it in the prisoner's own words, and
the story they tell makes the book
unforgettable. And so the mystery
is cleared up and the suspense is
ended. Or is it?
That night in November, 1959,
eventually leads to the death of two
more people - six lives were spent
that night. How did the two men
react to their crimes? What did
they think about those five years
they sat in death row waiting for
appeals to free them, waiting until
time ran out and they had to face
the gallows? Were they sorry? Hew
did they face their own death?
And the town and the Clutter's
friends and family? What happened
to them? Was there a scar left?
Did the people forget?
In Cold Blood answers all these
questions and more. It is a vivid
portrayal of a crime of real life,
better than most "whodunits" ever
could be.
In Cold Blood was a Book-of-theMonth Club and Reader's Digest
Condensed Book Club selection.
Vicki Logan

I've only

Got Two Hands,
and I'm Busy
Wringing Them'
"I've Only Got Two Hands, and
I'm Busy Wringing Them" could
be the theme song at ITCC-N during
finals. Instead, however, it is an
account of the middle-class American woman trying to bring order
out of chaos.
Weary of the endless probings of
analysts, the author (James Goodsell) sets out to normalize the abnormal. She reduces the ponderous
problems of our age by merely applying a few basic rules. For example, decisions regarding children's activities evokes: "I've found
that eeny-meeny-miney-mo works
as well as any other method" . ..
The car-pool dilemma and its frenzied battle against time is put succinctly . . . "As you fight off an
overwhelming impulse to lay your
head on the steering wheel and
sob . . . "
The author flunks all the tests
for compatible marriages: viz.,
Q. Do you enjoy talking to each
other?
A. Oh, we enjoy talking to each
other all right. The problem
is listening to each other.
Q. Do you take offense easily?
A. What's "easily?" I asked
him if he thought I looked
funny in hip-rider pants, and
he sadi yes.
Then she tackles the illusions of
life c;eated by the "demented
housewives on TV commercials."
Progressing to even more sacred
ground, she does some coal-raking
with the "high-achievers." Finally, she ties the bundle very neatly
with her imaginary magazine "Bad
Housekeeping" which espouses defeatism, and into which she incorporates her philosophy of life. It's
great therapy for the reader, who
can sit back, laugh and gloat in the
feeling that perhaps normalcy is
nothing to feel guilty about after
all.
"I've Only Got Two Hands, and
l'm Busv Wringing Them" pleads
the cas; of the American middleclass woman vs. the psychiatrists,
rv and magazine articles. Even if
you don't want to choose sides, you
can share the barefooted, kitchen
humor of the author.
Charlotte Frost

Clark ·
theatre

enjoy our
special student
rate

Pat Briese~ -

50'

Teichman, Campagna
Nained Marsha/ls

at all
times

for any college student presenting I.D. ·
card at our box office 1

by Joanne Suvanto
The Graduation Committee recently selected two student marshalls,
Ronna Teichman and Ralph Campagna, to lead the graduation procession. They were chosen on the basis of their eighth-semester status and
because they have the highest number of activity points.

Miss Teichman is majoring in European History and will be student-teaching in May and June. She was a member of the Senate, from
May-June, 1965, co-chairman of the Miss ITCC-N pageant and dance,
member of the CRO, and past Red Cross vice-president. Her plans include teaching junior high school social studies and language arts and
teaching high school the following year.

"College life can be taxing!" So yroclaims Miss Nancy Olson, while
busily emerged in the trials and tribulations of preparing final term papers. "Everything just seems to pile up. It's enough to make your hair
stand on end."
.
Actually, Miss Olson isn't really worrying about term papers. Miss
Ols·on is one of the several customers of the ITCC-N Beauty Parlor, located just west of E 210. Appointments are necessary so that Miss
Ralph Campagna, a speech major, is a member of the Stage Play- Nancy and Cathy (last names withheld by re,uest) will be on hand to
service any and all customen.
(Continued on Page 5)
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different double fea ture daily.
open 7:30 a.m .-lalte
show 3 a.m.
Sunday Film Guild
every Wed. and Fri.
is Ladies Day-all gals
admitt ed for only 40c
little gal-lery for gals
only
dark parking - I door
south
4 hrs. 95c-.fter 5 pm.

dark & modison • fr 2-2143
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for consideration publication. Prospective members and students interested in furthering the quality
of The MUSE, please leave your
name in The MUSE mailbox in
Mrs. Zimmerman's office at any
time.

you miss Pat Clark's poetry, or let
Lorri Gold 's art work slip through
your hands.
Look for much more than this,
for it's all in The MUSE which will
be in your hands at any moment.

PHC

In the first upcoming issue of The
MUSE, look for the exquisite and

s e n s it i v e photographic essay,
"Loneliness" by Jim Veto. Be sure
to laugh your way through the short
story, · "The Domesticated Man."
And you won't forgive yourself if

corning up next semester.

Co-ed Intramural Volleyball:
Those teams that will receive
trophies are:
First place:

' Team I-Ted Christides, Chip
Schamp, Don Kelly, Mike Duffy,
Toni Wesolowski, Gayle Benjamin,
Pamela Olsen, Barbara Ruzycki.

The officers of the Physical Second place:
Health Club would like to thank the
Team 4-Mike Allain, George
student body for their support of Powell, Ken Ogorzalek, Vi Anselour activities this past semester. mini, Sharon Yore, Sally Vitale,
Please check in the gym for events Peggy Johnson.

L.S.A's "Fool's Frolic" and "Penny Carnival" held on April 1,

1966 was te,rmed by its members as highly succes.sful. Pro·

VOLKSWAGEN - GLENLAKE

ceeds were used to purchas,e presen-ts for orphans.

Two great names for a never-failing course in economics
ocrat; a Conservative, Moderate,
or Liberal; your presence and opinVWs WITH EXPERl,ENCE
ions
are welcome.
'54's to '65's
St reamers, ba11oons, and Straw
Special Consideration To Students
Parts and Labor Guaranteed 100%
hats gave a party. atmosphere to
Get up! Get interested! Come
for 30 Days
Bring Your ID Card
the L. S. A. Penny Carnival. The join the Young Republicans. Meetcarnival, held on April 1st, was a ing times for the summer trimesgreat success, due to the hundreds ter will be listed in the next issue
of students who participated in the of the Interim.
many games. The sorority also remembered the 1es s fortunate
5...:.·;.
:.'.•.r .;.~··.~ ·•·•.·..
through their donation booth for
•·
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by Pat Brieschke
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the March of Dimes.
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA! Let the
Lynne Duffy
choruses rise and the mountains 'Sl':.ill':.ill':.ill'2!':.ilr:.i!'2r:.ir:.ir:.il':.ill':.ill':.ill':.ill':.ill'2!'2!'2!'21'2!'2!':.ill':.ill':.il!'21'2!'21'2!'21'2!'21'2~~!'2!'2!'2!'2~!'21'21':.i11'21'2!'2!'2!'2!'2!'2!'21'21':.i11'21':.i11'21'2!'2!'2!'2!'21':.i11':.i11'21'21'21':.i11'21'2!'2!'2!'2i
Jean Gorgas
skip with gladness, for The MUSE ~
(Paid Advertisement )
i.,

L. S, A.

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS

lt§LENLAK;~~.:.! .:

Muse
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will soon hit ITC. A fine arts maga- ~
zine of commendable artistic value, i.,
including such things as photogra- ~
· a cr1•t·ique of a musical
.
I."'.!
ph y, stones,
i.,
by Tom Hebel
composition- poetry, sketching, The ~
What is the state of the W~lfare
I."'.!
MUSE will be offered free to facul- ~
State? Is there really an inflation?
dI c
""'
ty an TC -N students.
~
Are we heading towa rd a depres~
sion? How do you feel about Viet
This is the first issue of such a ~
Nam? Should we get out? Should magazine ever to be offered at ~
lTCC-N, and if it is received warmwe stay?
ly it will become a permanent ~
These are just some of the polii.,
product of ITCC-N, to be offered i.,
tical questions we like to talk about
I..'!
on a once-a-trimester basis.
i.,
at our' meeting. Our meetings are
L.i
I."'.!
open to the student body and we'd
All kinds of material of the i.,
' like you to come. Whether you're above-mentioned type are enthusia Republican, Independent, or Dem-astically welcomed by The :MUSE ~,

·.~
• .~ .; .•••·.~•.j·'·.•.•.:..

•.' .
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YOUNG

NEW FRONTIERS IN AN ANCIENT LAND

Republicans

A Youn9 and Vibra nt Land NEEDS
Young and Vibrant People

~

waits for ou
Qualified graduate and undergraduate stude nts between the ages of 19 and 30
can live and work for a year in Israel as part of the new and exciting SHERUT
LA'AM program. DO YO'U QUALIFY? Call or Write.
D Please send me informatio n abo ut Sherut La' a m
D Please send me app lications for Sherut La 'am
Name
- - - - - --

-

------

Address
~treet

City, State

School

,
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i.,
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§
§
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Ii.'!
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S

~

§
i.,
~

/ SR A EL

g

S

Zip

~

...,

~
~
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~

~

Telephone

mail to: SHERUT LA'AM, 220 S. State, Chicago, Ill.
6064
Room 1704
Telephone 939-6427

§
Ii.'!
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Student Marshallsccontinued from Page 4)
ers and has appeared in several of their productions, and has been Master of Ceremonies for several functions in the school auditorium. He
was president of UNESCO-CEF, a Senator, a member of the S. E. L. F .
organization, and chairman of the United Nations Club, which represented the college at tjie midwest Model U. N. Convention in St. Louis.
Ralph has also participated with the Community Volunteers, doing group
work at Old Town Boys Club and the Off the Street Club. His interests
include '"writing, acting, and children-teaching them and learning from
them ."

All students who will he on
Campus this summer are invited to join The INTERIM
Staff. Please come to the INTERIM office in the Student
Union, Room E 21()

588-9850

...

588-9365

II
STANDARD

~
<

ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
Tune-up • Brakes Relined • Car Wash • Tires ~• Batteries .
Grease Jobs • Wheel Balancing • Mufflers • Accessories
Towing • Complete Road Service

4000 WEST PETERSON
CHICAGO~ ILL
Bring your car in on your way to school.
We'll drive you to school and pick you up when your car is ready

The Interim
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Spi>r~ News .
by Ron Sokulski

With the conclusion of the Golden Eagles first season of play under
head mentor Gerry Butler, this reporter has found it necessary to comment on various aspects of the past season: Generally speaking, the
GE's had a moderately successful season despite finishltig below the
break even point, compiling a six and nine record in their first season.
However, when considering the obstacles that this team faced throughout the season one comes to the conclusion that six wins and nine losses
wasn't really too bad. In fact, early in the season it was generally
thought that the GE's wouldn't win a game all season_

team in this department. Fine
prospect for next season.

George Powell, 6' 1" freshman
guard : High game of 10 against 11°
linois College of Optometry. Finished second in free throw percentage w it h 66.6%. Exceptionally
strong on defense and is a fine ball
handler and passer. Promises to
Among the difficulties that confronted Coach Butler and his squad be a strong candidate for a starting
were lack of experience, not enough height for a college schedule, the role next season.
inability to coordinate as a team due to playing together for only a short
Awards for the past season will
time, and the loss of seven players midway in the season due to poor
grades. Of the seven that were declared ineligible three were starters, be presented to the following : Letincluding the teams high scorer through the first seven games. The loss ter and jacket awards to Rudy
of several key players at this time meant that practically a whole new Jaksa, Ed Kuhrt, Steve Nakon,
team had to be developed in a matter of days . Nevertheless, despite Ron Sokulski, Bernie Spencer,
these difficulties Coach Butler 's basketeers performed well, and at one Tony Wesolowski, and manager
Bob Biggins. Letter awards go to
point in the season had visions of finishing above five hundred_
Jim Banner, Rod Browder, Bob
Now that this season has been completed the outlook is to next Delaney, D a v e Deron, George
year. Already shaping up is an increased schedule with tougher com- Powell, Don Lau, Rich Lau, Fran
petition slated for the Golden Eagles. Included thus far is a home and Podraza, Ted Skonberg, J im Hess,
home series with out south side neighbor ITCC-S, which shapes up as John Diggs, Pat Doyle, Brewer
a real barn-burner, Illlinois (Chicago Circle) , and an Invitational Tour- Bean, and Bob Ostby.
nament to be held in Detroit. To meet this schedule, Coach Butler is
counting on a crop of freshmen recruits plus several returning letter- Golden Eagle Bas1<etball Statistics 19651-66
9.4 159
60 39 42.6
men, who performed well during the past season. The experience gained Jaksa
Lau, Ric h
47 35 38.5 13.0 129
"from this season together with the advantage of playing together for Browder
47 27 35.6 12.1
121
u, Don
34 22 45.9
9.0
90
a season should provide Coach Butler with a seasoned and experienced La
Pod ra za
38 13 40.0
9.0
89
Spencer
34 21 45.3
5.9
99
group for the 1966-67 season.
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A Fable of
C. W. C.
It is generally the practi~e of th,s newspaper not to print mdlerial
submitted to us if the author refuses to sign his o, her name to the a,.
ticle. We have always believed that unsigned a,-ticles are valueless and
do nothing but promote the mediocraty which we so deplore.
On this rare occasion, however, we submit to our readers the following fable submitted to us on February 28, 1966. In an adjoining ·
letter, the author asked, "I w,Juld appreciate it if you would not print
my name as an impersonal nudge may do moril good than a personal
one."

It is because the fable Illas extremely well put and written fo,
the purpose of constructive criticism that we respect ·the authors request and present the following fable. Author-Anonymous.
Once upon a time in the far distant city of Campango Wango Cang
a rich and educated citizenry of red mouselike beings lived, and played,
and procreated, and studied. All the little red mouselike beings strove
diligently to make their city of Campango Wango Cang the best in all
mouselike beingdom. They studied hard to erect the best mouselike
being abodes, make the best mouselike being trails, develop the most
efficient economy for enabling all red mouselike beings to get ahead.
They sent all the promising adolescent red mouselike beings to school
to become better red mouselike beings and to learn to make better
trails, better abodes, better economies, and to learn how to better teach
other red mouselike beings to do all these things better in their turn. To
this thriving, progressive community of Campango Wango Cang came
a well-traveled, well-read brown mouselike being from Toki Mosi.
This brown mouselike being was a very pleasant chap who soon learned
a great deal about Campango Wango Cang and added this new know(e.::ge to his vast storehouse. Being a very learned mouselike being, he
was much sought after for the store of information he had on the
Sokulski
27 20 36.5
74
5.0
Kuhr!
13
8 28.8
2.0
34 whole of mouselike beingdom. He spoke brown mouselike beingese,
Wesolowski
13
6 <I0.6
2.5
32
expectations_ High game of 12 Powe ll
7 18 29.2
3.5
32 yellow mouselike beingese, black mouselike beingese, and red mouseCeron
13
4 50.0
3.8
30
against George Williams.
11
Ban ner
0 39.3
2.4
22 like beingese.
Nako n
6
1 26.1
1.0
13
One day he was called to the school for the adolescent red mouseSkonbe
rg
1
0.3
0 20.0
2
Don Lau, 6' 6" freshman center: Del a ney
0
0
o.o 0.0 0 like beings to deliver the critical lecture of the year on "The Essence
Of the starting five, Lau led in
of Mouselike Beingdom. " All the adolscent mouselike beings, who were
shooting percentage with a mark Golden Eagles 1965·66 Season's Record:
studying to be trail builders, abode erectors, economic developers,
of 45.9% as well as leading the • ITCC- N, 59-Aurora, 103
and teachers of the young red mouselike beings to come, gathered to*
ITCC
N,
85-George
Williams,
87
team in rebounds with 98. Played
ITCC-N , 82-Judson College, 70
gether in the great hall to hear the words of the educated trown mousehis best game against Purdue Ex- ITCC-N, 76-51h Army . 70
like being.
ITCC- N, 96-Roosevelt, 69
tension, while contributing his high ITCC - N, 39-North P ark, 69
All was quiet in the great hall as the brown mouselike being took
ITCC-N
,
66P
urdue
Ext.,
103
game of 19 points.
·
I TCC- N, 77-Rooseve lt U., 87
his place at the lecturn. He adjusted his notes, sipped a bit of water,
ITCC-N, BB-Purdue Ext., 87
and began his address. But with the first word that he spoke a titter
•
Rich Lau , 6' 1" freshman for- ITCC- N, 64-Wheaton, 114
ITCC - N, 88- ll linois College of Opt ., 78
was heard in the third row; then with the second word was added anothwar : Lau's high game for the sea- ITCC-N, 85-J.udson College, 71
ITCC-N, 73-5th Army, 85
er tit\er and a squeak and another and another and another. You see,
son was 23 points against Judson ITCC-N,
65-lllinois College of Opt, 72
his red mouselike bingese was slightly different from the red mouseITCC-N , 52-Concordia , 88
College. Top free throw shooter ITCC-N,
76--Concordia, 86
•like beingese these adolescents were used to hearing, and so they
with a mark of 79.5%.. Was also ITCC-N, 64--SI. Ma ry's, 86
~pra ctice games . Won, 6; Lost, 9.
laughed.
high in other departments with 129
The brown mouselike being, as I have noted, was a very pleasant
points to r ank second in team scor- ~ = :::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;i
being who spiced his lectures with little humorous notes and who uning. Led in aver age with 13 points
doubtedly appreciated some of the iaughter he received. Although he
a game, and also grabbed off 84 remust have felt it, he made no indication that the rude reception of his
bounds. Has a tendency to shoot
words bothered him at all. For he knew in the core of his brown mousetoo much even when not hitting,
Work 4 hours per day
like being that the adolescent red mouselike being audience was only
however , is a fine all around ball10 A.M. to 2 P.M.
hurting
itself both by enduldging in this lack of self-control and by
player and should be even better
failing to glean the harvest of his words which,- despite their auditorial
As Parcel Loaders
next year.
dissonance, were offering these young Campango Wango Cangs a win$2~75 per hour
dow to the world beyond red mouselike beingdom.
Fr an Podraza, 6'.2" junior forAt the sound . of a particularly uproarious note from . the audience,
ward : High game of 18 against 5th If you are over 18 years of
the Great Cat God, All, looked down from his lofty perch in. the sassaArmy. Fine rebounder, who excels age and can wo,rk these hours,
apply at
fras tree, took a keen swipe with his God Paw and sent the whole of
in second effort rebounds and tipthe adolescent red mouselike being audience spinning through space
ins. Played his best game against
te land in the center of brown mouselike beingdom. Immediately upon
Concordia in an 86-76 loss.
landing the adolescent red mouselike beings began to ask the populous
Dave Deron, 5' 11" freshman
' .
of this strange civilization where they were, what they could have to
guard: Although he saw limited ac1400 .S. JEFFERSON ST.
quench their thirsts, satisfy their hungers, where they could sleep,
lion , Deron gave indications of his
and finally , and most importantly, how to get back to red mouselike
potential with a 17 point effort in
Monday through Friday
beingdom. But they asked in vain. For none knew the language of
9 :00 to 4:3o
the final game of the season. Also
brown mouselike beingdom. And all were condemned to wander endshot 50% on 26 shots to lead the<<:::::~==:=:::::::=:::::::::~==:=:::::::=:::::::::~1. lessly in search of themselves forever.
0

Of the returning lettermen for

next season several performed outstandingly during the. past campaign. A brief comment on some of
the players and their accomplishments follows.
Rudy Jaksa , 6 foot sophomore
forward: Jaksa led the team in
scoring with 159 points while averaging 9.4 points a game. He was
one of the most consistent shooters
on the team when facing a zone
defense. Personally accounted for
a win when he dropped in two free
throws with 3 seconds left against
Purdue Extension.
Rod Browder, 5' 9" freshman
guard: Extremely aggressive and
scrappy on the court, exemplified
by his 4.2 rebounding average per
game. A good hustler with a fine
outside shot, which placed him
third in scoring with 121 points.
•Outlook for next season is bright
and is counted on to fill one of the
guard spots next year. High game
of 20 against Purdue Extension.
Ron Sokulski, 5' 10" junior guard :
After starting off fairly well early
in the season, tailed off badly in
the final five games . Has the
tendency to get down on himself
when not playing well. Overall he
_did not perform up to early season
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A Bit of Philosophy for The Summer
------ If you wed and -have children; and if you.--are disappointed by their failures, always
remember the poor mother flea. No matter
how hard she tries, no matter what she
doe~, her children always wind up going
to the dogs .
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(Taken from a retiring editor's philosophy)

